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1. Parallel Ruler

3. Parallel Ruler

2. Parallel RulerWith bevels on all four sides and pro-
tractor. Integrated spring gives light, 
sliding movement. Embedded cork 
discs on the bottom prevent the ruler 
from sliding. Graduation 360°. Alumini-
um arms and plastic fittings.
Material: crystal-clear acrylic.

Parallel 
Rulers

Bevels on all four sides. Graduation 
360°. Cork discs on the bottom.
Material: acrylic and arm and fittings in 
aluminium.

With bevels on all four sides and pro-
tractor. Integrated spring gives light, 
sliding movement. Embedded cork 
discs on the bottom prevent the ruler 
from sliding. Graduation 360°. Brass 
arms and fittings.
Material: crystal-clear acrylic.Order code Lenth Thick-

ness

100413018 30 cm 3.0 mm

100413019 38 cm 4.0 mm

Order code Lenth Thick-
ness

100412008 45 cm 5.0 mm

Order code Lenth Thick-
ness

100413020 38 cm 4.0 mm

With plain edge. Graduated in mm, de-
grees and lines. For setting course and 
distance. Material: glass-clear SAN.

With plain edge and practical grip. 
Precision divided in degrees and lines. 
The hypotenuse is divided in mm.
Material: Glass-clear dunilon.

Nautical Protractors

4. Nautical Protractor

Order code Lenght Hypotenuse Cathetus Thickness

100414088 28 cm 28 cm 20 cm 2.75 mm

Order code Lenght Hypotenuse Cathetus Thickness

100413014 28 cm 28 cm 20 cm 2.75 mm

5. Nautical Protractor

With plain edge. Practical protractor for setting course and 
bearing. Matt upper side can be written on with a pencil. 
13x13 cm Material: colourless, transparent PETG.

Nautical Protractor

With plain edge and practical hand-
le. For setting course and distance. 
Graduated in mm, degrees and lines. 
Two-colour printing enhances readabi-
lity. Material: glass-clear SAN. 

Nautical Protractor

Order code Length Hypotenuse Cathetus Thickness

100414116 28 cm 28 cm 20 cm 2.75 mm

100413035 32 cm 32 cm 22.5 cm 2.75 mm
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Order code Lenght Width Thickness

100413015 13 cm 13 cm 1.0 mm
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Nautical Chart Plotter Nautical Course Plotter

Nautical Course
Plotters

Nautical chart plotter, ruler type with rotating graduated 
disk and magnetic scale. The scale on the graduated side is 
oriented on the graduation lines. Nautical mile and km scale 
along the edge. Matt upper side can be written on with a 
pencil. 38x12 cm. Material: colourless, transparent PETG.

Order code Length Length

100411017 17.5 cm 7” inch

100412079 20 cm 8” inch

Order code Length Length

100412073 15 cm 6” inch

100411016 17.5 cm 7” inch

100412077 20 cm 8” inch

Nautical Dividers

Nautical Dividers

Dividers that can be used with 
only one hand. So it’s easy to 
plot while you sail. The top 
part is made from brass and 
the legs from stainless steel, 
making the dividers a very 
robust instrument.

Straight dividers. Special nautical dividers made 
from brass and stainless steel, making the dividers 
a very robust instrument.

Nautical singlehand Dividers

Practical course plotter for setting course and bearing, with 
integrated magnetic scale and meridian lines. Transparent 
square base, ideal for chart tables. User instructions inclu-
ded. 14x14 cm base and 37.7 cm arm. Material: colourless, 
transparent PETG.

Order code Lenght Width Thickness

100413017 38 cm 12 cm 1.0 mm

Order code Lenght Width Arm Lenght Thickness

100413016 14 cm 14 cm 37.7 cm 1.5 mm
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Dividers  

Dividers, singlehand 

Compasses 

Compasses 

Compasses 

Lead refills

High quality dividers with removable 
needles. Material: Nickel-plated brass.

Dividers
Solid, good  
quality quick-set 
compass. Works 
as a singlehan-
ded divider. 
Spans up to 19.5 
cm. Material: 
Stove-enamelled 
brass.

Compasses shaped like a pencil. With 
an attractive protective cap, which 
covers the needle and lead when the 
compasses are not in use. The com-
pass head contains 3 extra leads. For 
drawing circles up to 15.5 cm Ø.

With 2 knee joints. Supplied with extra 
leads and spare parts. 
Spans up to 15 cm.

Drawing compas-
ses that meet all 
quality requirements. 
Supplied with extra 
leads.

Compass lead refills.

Order code Length Length

100411009 17.5 cm 7” inch

Order code Length Length

100411029 16 cm 6” inch

Order code Length Length

100411014 17 cm 7” inch

Order code Length Length

100412042 15 cm 6” inch

Order code Content

100412072 10 pcs. in tube

Order code Length Length

100412286 15 cm 6” inch
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Rulers

Super Rulers 

Rulers 

Linex’s legendary super ruler uses a unique antislide prin-
ciple, which makes it far more effective and easier to use 
than a traditional ruler. An integrated rubber strip prevents 
the ruler from sliding on the surface. The ruler can easily be 
repositioned by tilting it. Material: glass-clear acrylic with 
green centre section.

With bevel and tracing 
edge. 
Material: glass-clear SAN.

Order code Length Scale Width Rub strip

100202516 30 cm 15-0-15 cm / 0-30 cm 3,4 cm 1

100202517 40 cm 20-0-20 cm / 0-40 cm 3,6 cm 2

100202518 50 cm 25-0-25 cm / 0-50 cm 3,8 cm 2

Steel Rulers
Cutting Ruler with bevel

Precision divided cutting ruler with 
bevel. Equipped with safe cutting edge 
and rubber strip on the back, so that 
the ruler does not move.

Stainless Steel Ruler
Stainless steel ruler with measure-
ments in cm and inches. Conversion 
tables on the back page.

Order code Length Width Thickness

100413025 30 cm 2,9 cm 2,5 mm

100413026 40 cm 3,3 cm 3 mm

100413027 50 cm 3,6 cm 3 mm

Universal Drawing Tool 
Universal drawing tool for parallel lines, 
hatching, circles, etc. also contains 
180° protractor.
Material: Transparent PS.

Order code Length

100411018 35 cm

Order code Length Width

100414220 100 cm 3,5 cm

Order code Length Width

100411044 100 cm / 40” inch 3,5 cm



Pencils

For transporting and storing technical 
drawings. Telescopic type. Supplied 
with strap. Length 70 cm. Can be 
expanded to a total length of 124 cm. 
7.5 cm Ø.

Writing tools etc.

Eraser
High quality PVC-free pencil eraser. 
Removes pencil strokes without le-
aving a shadow on paper or film. 

Zip pocket with holes for insertion 
in ring binder and zip welded on the 
right-hand side. The pocket’s outer 
dimensions correspond to the A5/A4 
format. Ideal for the storage of loose 
items both in the office and at home. 
10 pcs. per pack.
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Drawing tubes

Order code Content

100412122 6 pcs.

Order code Content

100417490 2 pcs. on blister

Order code Outer dim. Thickness

100550062 A4 0.14 mm

100550060 A5 0.14 mm

Order code Dimension Length

210484800 Ø 7,5 cm 70-124 cm

Order code Dimension length

400084540 Ø 12,5 cm 75-135 cm

Drawing Tube 70-124 cm Drawing Tube 75-135 cm
For carrying and storing artworks. 
Telescopic. Comes with carry strap. 
Length 75 cm. Can be extended to a 
total length of 135 cm. Diameter: 12,5 
cm.

Bantex zip PVC-pockets
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Formats Rulings Page count Pack Carton Colour Item Code

A4 Ruled 180 5 20 6 black 100102931
A4 5x5 180 5 20 6 black 100100759
A5 Ruled 180 5 20 6 black 100103627
A5 5x5 180 5 20 6 black 100102565

Water-resistant polypro cover

Formats Rulings Page count Pack Carton Colour Item Code

A4 Ruled 140 5 20 Black / red 400047653
A4 5x5 140 5 20 Black / red 400047654
A5 Ruled 140 5 30 Black / red 400047655

The Oxford Black ’n’ Red notebook with its elegant 
black and red cover is a guarantee of quality and 
timelessness. Ideal for notes that are to be kept for 
a long time. With red twin spiral that makes it easy 
to browse and lies totally flat when the notebook is 
opened. Black ’n’ Red notebooks are the first choice 
of professionals and others who want to make a 
professional impression. Supplied to business people 
since 1964.

Use
Scribzee

app

Use
Scribzee

app

Scan, save 
and file your 
notes

HOW TO USE SCRIBZEE?

Scan your  
notes by selecting  

CAMERA

Your notes will be 
automatically saved 

to PENDING

Create folders  
to file  

your notes

Share your 
notes  
with anyone 
anywhere

Tap 
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to share your notes  by e-mail, social networks, SMS  
or using the other options available on your smartphone

PROCESSING 

NOTES

ALERTS

CAMERA

CALENDAR

TRASH

Download SCRIBZEE for free

Oxford Smart Black    

Oxford Black n’ Red

The notebook for professional working people! 
Exclusive quality and professional details in an 
elegant and classic look. Soft cardboard cover in 
stylish black with durable black twin-wire spiral 
that will not get caught in your case. Practical, 
with new “Monument” bookmark ruler for quick 
reference. 90 gram optical white paper which 
counteracts reflections and is a pleasure to write 
on. Supplied in black.
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Hamelin A/S 
Nøglegårdsvej 1 
DK-3540 Lynge 

Tel.: +45 48 16 50 00 
www.hamelin.dk 

– Much more to sea –

For complete assortment, see
http://uk.hamelin.dk/online-catalog/


